Imputation-based association analyses identify new lung cancer susceptibility variants in CDK6 and SH3RF1 and their interactions with smoking in Chinese populations.
Cell cycle regulation, apoptosis, oxidative stress and inflammation response play critical roles in the development of smoking-induced lung cancer. However, it is still not well known whether their genetic variants are associated with lung cancer susceptibility. In this study, we performed imputation-based association analyses to investigate the influence of common genetic variants in these pathways and their interactions with smoking on lung cancer susceptibility. We first selected 24 042 unvalidated genetic variants in 798 genes from the imputed dataset of the previous lung cancer genome-wide association study in 2331 cases and 3077 controls, and then conducted additional two-stage validations in 4133 cases and 4522 controls. We found a genome-wide significant (P < 5.0 × 10(-8)) association for rs2282987 in CDK6 at 7q21.2 [odds ratio (OR) = 1.18, combined P add = 2.27 × 10(-9)] and a consistent association for rs2706748 in SH3RF1 at 4q32.3 (OR = 1.17, combined P add = 5.10 × 10(-6)). Interaction analyses showed that rs2282987 and rs2706748 interacted with both smoking status (P interaction were 1.04 × 10(-2) and 3.03 × 10(-2), respectively) and smoking history (P interaction were 1.21 × 10(-2) and 5.21 × 10(-2), respectively) to contribute to lung cancer susceptibility in subjects aged 51-60 years. These results further underscore the contribution of genetic variants involved in pathways of cell cycle regulation and apoptosis to lung cancer susceptibility, and highlight gene-environment interactions in lung cancer etiology, especially in subjects aged 51-60 years.